We don’t know if any of these predictions will become reality. But we can be sure there will be environmental, technological, social and political changes on a massive scale.

In an age of uncertainty, how can TCU best prepare its graduates for tomorrow’s myriad possibilities and countless changes?

We believe the answer lies with the rigorous—but person-centered—residential university experience that has long been the heart and soul of a TCU education.

But to best prepare our students for an unpredictable future, we must do more.

To this end, we developed the second phase of our strategic plan Vision in Action. Through The Academy of Tomorrow, we are reimagining the TCU experience to better educate critical thinkers. Lifelong learners. Ethical leaders who see the world in terms of opportunity. Individuals who can improve the human condition and enhance our environment.

Flexible, interdisciplinary and entrepreneurial, The Academy of Tomorrow will provide the diverse suite of intellectual skills and literacies our graduates will need to shape the future.

WORTH HILLS will get a complete makeover in coming years. This preliminary rendering shows the new residences for upperclassmen at the corner of Stadium Drive and Bellaire Drive North. Marion Hall and Pamela and Edward Clark Hall opened in August 2013, and a third residence hall will open in 2014. Greek housing will be replaced with new buildings and non-Greek student housing will be added, along with a parking garage. Current parking lots will become green spaces. The building on the right will be an eatery and multipurpose facility.

“THE ACADEMY OF TOMORROW — A TIME WHEN TCU’S PEOPLE AND PROGRAMS GIVE BIRTH TO NEW IDEAS.”

- CHANCELLOR VICTOR J. BOSCHINI, JR.